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Foreign scholars have often complained about India's lack of an iJ'idigenous
tradition of historiography. India possesses an enormous heritage of li(eratu
re accumulatOO over the centuries, much of it relating to past events, yet
there has never' been a historian to compare with those of ancient Greece
and Rome, or later European scholars who contributed to the development
of history as a discipline. Indifference to the western conception of history,
to the idea that man can be its subject and agent, actively working to change
the human condition, is citOO as a distinguishing trait of Indian civilization. 1

Explanations offerOO for this deficiency are that Indians have no sense of
history, are not interestOO in factual or 'objective' history, or have in any
case had such a static society that there has been little in the way of histo
rical development to encourage its scientific study. Indian religions, besides
acting as 'a tremendous force for social inertia' 2 in that they usually adopt
a reactionary attitude towards social change, are also blamOO for inculcating
a worid·view that has never been conducive to any interest in what wester
ners knowas history. How far these assumptions are justified, and what has
been achievOO in the field of Indian historiography relating to the pre·modern
period, are the concern of this article.

One chaiacteristic of the Indian world-view is its persistent concern with
cyclic or mythological time as opposed to concrete or linear time. The cy
clic conception of time and creation, prevalent in most ancient and primiti
ve societies, has been examined by Mircea Eliade, who referred to it as 'the
myth of the eternal return'. 3 Among its symptoms are nostalgia for a my
thical period when creation began and unwillingness to accept that history
is random and autonomous, or that events do not conform to a preordained
pattem or cosmic law. ft offers an ontology uncontaminated by time and
becoming that guards against nihilism and the idea that suffering is undeser·
ved. History is denied or negated because every significant occurrence is rela·
tOO to some mythological or metahistorical model; actions are valuOO and in·
terpreted only so far as they conform to paradig01lltic gestures performOO by
gods, heroes, or ancestors, with the result that accounts of the deeds of out-
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standing persons are quickly transfJgured into myths.
. It is not only in India that this tendency has survived; in all :civilizations,
even if they no longer accept a cyclic view of history, the popular imagina
tion habitually assimilates people and events to some archetype or mytholo
gical model. Indian religions, however, have·served to reinforce and perpetua
te the cyclic conception of time by making it an integral part of a Weltan
schauung that governs attitudes to social hierarchy and the human condition.
Most of the classical religious systems aim at some kind of liberation from
the ties of the phenomenal world, an ideal that sets separation against fusion
- a fundamental polarity in the psychology of Indian culture. Integrating
oneself into a transcendent, statie, timeless, and quiescent wholeness is con
trasted with the suffering that arises from being involved in dynamic, creati
ve, but ultimately degenerative time.

In Vedic mythology Prajipati ('The Lord of Creatures') creates the oosmos
from his own substance, but the process is viewed negatively: it was an act
of disintegration which initiated the devolution of time that inevitably results
in decay and death. Vedic sacrifJces, by imitating the act of creation and as
similating the present to the mythic moment when creation began, sought to
regenerate the world by retrieving the state of primordial unity. The year,
related mythologically to the course of the chariot of the Sun, was seen as
the basic cyclic unit of creation and decline, the bringer of inevitable death
to those who live in phenomenal time. Prajlfpati and the year, both represen
tative of totality and completeness, were equated with each other. The per
formance of a year-Iong sacrifJcial ritual in honour of Prajtpati aimed at an
existential identillcation of the performers with the year as a means of over
coming death. 4

Vedic mythology tells how Prajäpati was attracted to his daughter, the
Dawn. 5 He attempted to have sexual intercourse with her but was interrup
ted by an archer who frred an arrowat mm. As he withdrew from her, his
seed, his immortal substance, feU to earth and gave rise to creation. In later
adaptations of the myth the archer who was not quite in time to prevent
Prajäpati from shedding his seed was identilled with Shiva. He in turn beca
me identilled with k61a - a word used to mean 'time' and 'death', both in
the abstract and as a personifJed power responsibie for the death of indivi
duals as weU as for the destruction of the whole of creation and the resto
ration of primeval integrity. Various adaptations of the myth revolve around
the opposition between sexual activity, bound up with the degenerative ef
fects of time and becoming, and withdrawl from a world that is regarded as
thé product of divine play or illusion. The opposition is symbolized by the
ascetic yet phallic fJgure of Shiva who, through yogic restraint and coneen·
tration, strives to retain and transmute his creative energy in pursuit of re·
integration and immortality.

Before such a state of hberation can be achieved the individual has to eli
minate (or 'bum up') his karma - the cumulative effect of.actions perfor·
med in previous lives. Since it is accumulative, ·karma is bound up with time
and is an obstacle to the attainment of hberation. ft necessitates belief in
.transmigration and the notion that liberation is gained when one is absolved
from karrnic debt and has thus become exempt from the need to be rebom.
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It reinforces the notion that everything happens in conformity with some
immutable law, explains misery and suffering as being caused by inherited
guilt, and dispels the notion that they might be spontaneous, arbitrary, un
deserved, or the result of exploitation and oppression.

While the aforementioned conceptions determine the attitude of the indi
vidual to his environment and destiny, the process of the evolution of the
universe as a whole is conceived of in terms of a cycle of four ages, compara
bIe to those described by Hesiod but considerably elaborated in Indian cos
mology.6 In the Golden Age (Krtayuga), when the world was in its prime,
everything was perfectly regulated, people were less involved in the process
of becoming, lived longer and in harrnony with naturallaw. We now live in
the fourth and frnal age of the cycle (Kaliyuga) in which everything is ap
proaching its nadir. The wars, heresies, decadence, materialism, morallaxity,
and insubordination that characterize the present era are all looked upon as
an inevitabIe consequence of the passage of time.

The wheel has served as a recurrent symbol for the sun, cosrnic time, uni
versallaw, the morallaw of man, and the inner light of illumination. It sym·
bolized the Buddha himself, as weIl as his teachings, particularly with respect
to the endless cycle of death and rebirth. The farther one was from the een·
tre the more one was involved in the process of becoming, the nellrer one
approached the hub the less the turrnoil. Central to both Buddhism and Rin·
duism is the concept of dharma, a term that covers not only ethics and reli
gious doctrine, but also the whole conception of cosrnic and social order. It
is a timeless universa! law that determines the status and obligations of indi·
viduals in society. Ashoka, the frrst of India's great emperors and a patron
of Buddhism, assumed the title of 'Turner of the Wheel' (cakravartin), and
used the wheel as apolitical symbol representing his role as a protector of
the faith and maintainer of cosrnic order on earth. The title and symbol
were adopted by later monarchs, many of whom were extolled as an incar·
nation of one of the major gods. Since Independence the Indian Government
has revived the Ashokan symbol combining the wheel and solar lions as an
official emblem.

All this constitutes a harmonious and spiritually reassuring world-view that
serves to impose a sense of pattern and allay the fear of irreversible time,
but it tends to regard innovation as deviant or futile, encourages its adherents
to stress conforrnity with social norms rather than personal success or failure,
and to shrug off suffering and disasters as some inscrutable trick played by
god, the just deserts of karma, or an unavoidable consequence of life in Ka·
liyuga. For these reasons it has certainly served to consolidate the hierarchi
cal system of caste and to promote the idea that the ultimate goal of life is
to escape from the world. To some extent it may be true to say that belief
in transrnigration encourages people to defer attempts at improving their lot
in the hope that they will fmd themselves'in better circumstances in their
next incarnation. The Indian's 'non·sequential total field of awareness of si,
multaneous relations', in which everything is seen in terrns of a recurring
pattem, may serve to explain why social hierarchy has predorninated over
political systems, why the masses have acquiesced to a hierarchy of power
and wealth, accepted the hereditary authority of priests and landowners,
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and have rarely been inspired to struggle for structural and institutional re
form. 7

One should, however, be careful not to overemphasize the importance of
·religious ideals. Many publications and other media circulated in the West
serve to perpetuate the notion that Indians are fatalistic, other-worldly, and
preoccupied with spiritual matters. Apprehensions feIt by westerners about
the growth of individualism in a society geared towards mass consumption
.encourage them to contrast a modem 'materialistic' West with a traditional
ly 'spiritual' or 'mystic' East, but a such a simplistic generalization fails to
take into account the nature of popular religion in India (as opposed to
theology) and the fact that Indians are capable of being just a pragmatic in
their daily lives as any other people. What is distinctive about Indians is
their ability to juggle with pragmatic and idealistic attitudes, to accomodate
practicality and superstition, a feature that is apparent in the way Hinduism
and its various sects have developed over the centuries. The anthropologist
David Pocock8 tells us how struck he was by the realization that peasants
of Gujarat, while paying lip-service to the traditional brahminical ideology
based upon the doctrine of rebirth and hberation through renunciation,
were more actively concemed with a devotional religion (bhakti) that places
more emphasis on faith and service of a deity, the basic equality of devotees
before god, and the notion that personal salvation may come as a reward
for the quality and intensity of one's devotion. The negative conception of
Kaliyuga has been used paradoxically to provide a positive evaluation of de
votional religion and other customs that are non-Vedic: because circumstan
ces no longer permit us to live up to the standards and ideals of the Golden
Age, we are obliged to deviate from Vedic norms. It is a way of acknowled
ging the experience of change and duration while at the same time incorpo
rating it into a value system that appears to deny it.

Patterns of childcare, the joint.family system, and the practicalobligations
of the hierarchical interaction between individuals and groups are undoubted
ly of more immediate relevance to the Indian's attitude to history and change
than a purely theoretical Weltanschauung. Sudhir Kakar has noted that mini
mal demands are placed on children to leam to function independently and
that they are encouraged to live in a mythological world which tolerates
non-Iogical modes of thinking and prefers symbolic imagery rather than ab·
stract concepts. 9 He sees this upbringing as resulting in a concern for time
as it exists in the unconscious, for psychological rather than historical time;
it encourages immersion in a subjective 'inner world', govemed by prirnary
processes of thought, rather than secondary processes of rational or logical
thought, hence the lack of active engagement in the external world and of
a sense of urgency in face of the movement of objective and impersonal
time, allowing one's responses to be govemed by time·honoured procedures
of social interaction. Furthermore, a tendency .10 personalize institutions re
sults in the belief that reform can be achieved not by abolishing or changing
them but simply by replacing the individuals in positions of authority. Such
an attitude is reflected in the established custom of making personal appeals
to authority figures or a god in order to rectify injustices.

In recent times there has been increasing pressure to abandon the empha-
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sis on emotional, aesthetic, and instinctual qualities of life and adopt more
egalitarian and meritocratic procedures. In a developing democracy the need
is to place more emphasis on qualifications and technical knowledge rather
than on age and hierarchical seniority, but there is a strong current of vested
interest in India that resists such a radical change in outlook. Kakar believes
that the traditional Indian identity and the hierarchical social organisation,
central elements in the conservation of Indian tradition, have in the past
been capable of assimilating gradual changes, but that in the face of radical
upheavals involving a conflict between the 'rational' and 'traditional' outlook,
many Indians tend to fall back on the belief that change is fundamentally fu
tile and that development of one's inner world is more important than refor
ming the outer world. Sudden changes that threaten the integrity of the self
and the reassurance provided by family and caste ties are seen by Kakar as
resulting in a collapse of self-esteem that may lead to such regressive reactions
as violent rioting on inconsequential pretexts or attempts to restore an idyllic
state by submission to gurus or charismatic leaders, regardless of the political
consequences of their ideology. Those who feel disoriented or threatened by
the emergence of western-style individualism may seek refuge in reactionary
collectivities such as fundamentalistic religious groups, chauvinistic parties .
with a religious or ethnic base, or leaders who advocate a return to the 'ICing
dom of Rama' or some other Golden Age scenario. Thus many Indians them
selves also accept the polarity that sets their 'spirituality' against the threat
of 'western materialism'.

Indians remain resistant to the idea of a non-teleological history. Academies
and intellectuals who contributed to a collection of essays on the philosophy
of history lOopt for the reassurance of acyclic Weltanschauung. Adopting
a monistic neo-Vedanta stance, popular among the Indian intelligensia since
the days of Swami Vivekananda, they tend to drift off into mysticism and
ignore the real questions raised by an empirical study of history. The tradi
tional terrorof time is linked with the fear of dialectical materialism; their
idealism leads them to set Hegel against the dreaded Marx, to contrast direc
tionlessness and chaotic materialism with the integration and harmony of cy
clic time, and thus to welcome Toynbee and Sorokin as endorsing the Indian
notion that there is some cosmic pattern or purpose underlying the rise and
fall of civilizations.

Traditional Indian literature presents history as a ceaseless conflict between
the forces of order and chaos in which dharma must ultirnately prevail. Indi
ans certainly put a premium on antiquity and are fond of constructing genea
logies, but with little concern for chronological consistency. In their collecti
ve imagination momentous events and personages rapidly lose their imrnedia
cy and are assimilated to archetypes, while the ancient gods are looked upon
as being as alive and active today as they have always been. Kakar rightly
warns social scientists and oral historians of the Hindu peasant's propensity
for telescoping different periods of time, mixing up his own childhood me
mories with those of others and introducing elements from the lives of long
deceased ancestors. 11 Bernard Coho notes a dual attitude to the past: on
one traditionally neglected level it provides a framework for direct social and
political history, while on another level it is a living past conceived of in a
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ritual or mythological context that serves to justify or explain customs and
the status quo in terms of the 'great tradition'. It incorporates genealogies
and myths accounting for the origin of castes, usually attributing the low
status of some of them to the effect of karma resulting from some transgres
sion. 12

The range and scope of source material relating to ancient and medieval
India cannot provide us with as detailed a chronology and impression of SQ

cial developments as are available for European history.13 Narratives of the
lives of saints, kings, and heroes are crammed with miraculous occurrences
and stereotyped episodes that have been inserted for some edifying moral
purpose or to suit aesthetic requirements. Lineages and anything approaching
a chronicle are restricted to socio-political status groups; historical data in li
terary texts are so meagre, and archaeology has produced so little of correla
tive value, that it is impossible to say when the heroes of epic literature
fought their battles, or even if they ever existed. In the medieval period
there was an increase in secular writing dealing with the ancestry and deeds
of local rolers, but the poets who composed them were prirnarily concerned
with fiattering their royal patron and' displaying their comrnand of rhetoric
and poetic technique, with the inevitabIe result that historical facts are sub
ordinate to the demands of literary convention. They are not, however, to
tally devoid of historical inforrnation; incidental references are made to SQ

cia! circumstances, and some of the dynastic inforrnation can help to fûl out
the data provided by coinage and epigraphy. 14

Among texts of this genre KalhaI}a's Käjatarangmi, 'written in the twelfth
century, is often acclaimed as being the most historiographic work in Sanskrit.
His account of the rolers of Kashrnir from the earliest times to his own day
is exceptional in that he refers to his having examined inscriptions, copper
plates, and coinage in order to establish the dates of kings and other events,
but he is still more concerned with poetics than the intrinsic value of histori
cal facts. In accordance with his declared intention of making the aesthetic
mood of peacefulness (Untarasa) predominate in his chronicIe, he places em·
phasis on the liTes o.f those kings who ended their reigns in pious renuncia·
tion or in a similarly pathetic manner. He makes his history serve didactic pur·
poses by stressing thé transient nature of all mundane glory.and the retnbu
tion that awaits all those who offend against the morallaw.

The histories and annals of Muslim historians are less tied up with aesthe
tics and mythology, but they are equally prone to making their works preach
a moral message. The earliest Muslim histories of note, dating from the thir
teenth century, conform to the Persian tradition of dynastic history.lS Isla
mic historians, like those of the Judaeo-Christian tradition, do not give a per
sonal evaluation of events but regard them instead as rewards and punishments
handed out by god or as exemplifying his plan for the salvation of humanity.
They were often secretaries and ministers with access to archival material who,
even though religious beliefs coloured their presentation, showed a scholarly
concern for history as a discipline in that they recorded events chronological
ly with the intention of adding to the knowledge of man and civilization.

The apparent stagnation of Indian society led many westerners to regard
India as having no history at all. Such an attitude is not simply due to the
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paucity of historical sources or the lack of any social development, but has
much to do with western notions of human evolution and destiny. The cyclic
conception of time and cosmology that was supported by many of the pre
Socratic philosophers survived in later antiquity, but it was increasingly modi
fied by the millennial idea that the eventual destruction of the world by a
flood or conflagration would be defmitive and unrepeatable. Eliade, in his
discussion of the myth of the 'eternal return', attributes the beginning of a
different conception of time to the Hebrew prophets who interpreted suffe
ring and disasters as the result of Jehova's anger. Christian thinkers amplified
the notion that god intervenes in the course of history, with the result that
collective suffering was no longer seen as the result of a conflict between di
vine and demonic forces, but as willed by god because it is necessary for a
frnal redemption of the world in which sinners will be punished and the dead
resurrected. The concept of a frnal victory of eternity over time led to events
being seen not so much as the repetition of an archetype, but as having a spe
cific value in themselves. SiJch aconception, however, is no less anti-historical
than the cyclic one: instead of ignoring or periodically disposing of history,
its irreversibility is compensated for by limiting it; it is tolerated because it
will one day stop. Joseph Campbell, who has also discussed this divergence in
attitudes to time 16 , regards Zoroaster's prophecy of cosmic restoration as
having had a decisive influence on the development of a typically western
view of history. The outcome was that the Persians, Jews, Christians, and
Muslims came to share a progressive view of history that accredited man with
more responsibility for his actions and fostered a dynamic attitude to the en·
vironment.

Millennial ideas also penetrated into India, but they were assimilated into
the cyclic cosmology. The end of Kaliyuga, originally regarded as an inherent
and inevitabie consequence of the passage of time, was later seen as being pre·
cipitated by the arrival of Vishnu. Later mythology depicted his earlier incar·
nations as intervening on behalf of society or an individual, and introduced
Kalkin as the last of them: afigure mounted on a white horse (like the rider
of Revelations 19. 11.15) who will come to punish and destroy the unrigh
teous and relieve the overpopulated earth of her burden of decadent humani
ty. Indians, however, continued to regard this cataclysm as the cu1mination
of one cycle of creation and a prelude to the beginning of the next, rather
than as a frnal redemption of the world.

By the time information about Indian society became available, the linear
conception of history was predominant in western intellectual circles - an
outlook that was to be frnally consolidated by the general acceptance of the
theory of evolution. India came under the scrunity of scholars who were con
vinced of the inherent value of progress, accorded greater significance t6 his
torical events, regarded man as himself the creator of history, and were incli
ned to welcome innovations rather than suspect them of being inherently de
viant or sinful. It was not surprising that observers whose culture had been
transformed by the industrial revolution should look upon Indian society as
stagnant and its people as being passive, uninventive, and lazy due to their
mythology, religion, and superstitions. Men whose ethics and egalitarian so
cial ideals were far removed from the Indian concept of dharma found them-
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selves confronted with a hierarchicaUy ordered society stmctured by mIes
governing ritual purity. They relied on pundits who expounded the traditio
nal brahrninical world-view and were introduced to the ancient law books
whose rigid forrnulation of the caste system was far removed from contem
porary reality.

The fKst notabIe British historians of India, Charles Grant and James Mill,
were respectively Evangelical and Utilitarian. 17 Their conception of the posi
tive value of Chrîstianity or the ideals of liberty, rationalism, and individua
lism were contrasted with the inertia and despotism that seemed to typify In
dian history. The concept of a static village economy exploited.by a succes
sion of despotic mIers, giving no incentive to the development of progressive
and dynamic attitudes or an awareness of political values, became known as
'oriental despotism'. A sirnilar view of Asians and their history had been ex
pressed by writers from Aristotle to Montesquieu, and later appeared in the
works of Hegel and Charles Lassen. 18 The idea that Indians were passive and
fatalistic encouraged the assumption that institutions such as guilds and castes
remained closed and static. The emphasis given to dynastic changes led to a
clear-cut division of Indian history into ancient/Hindu, medieval/Muslim, and
modem/British periods.

A similar conception of Indian history underlies Marx's vaguely defmed no
tion of the 'Asiatic mode of production'. It envisaged smaU, archaic, self-con
tained, and self-sufficient communities engaged in agriculture and handicrafts,
rnaintaining a strict division of labour. After the state had exacted its revenue,
which was used to fmance military campaigns and the luxurious lifestyle of
the mIers, there was no appreciative surplus left over for commodity exchange.
D.D: Kosambi, citing the limited availability of salts and metals, critices Marx
for having overestirnated the absence of commodity production while underes
timatingthe divergency of village economy. 19 S.C. Malik, complaining of
the lack of theoretical developments in the study of India's past, criticizes
research carried out so far as having been concerned with quantitative accu
mulation of data, often to verify literary sources and oral tradition. The
stress, he says, has been on continuity rather than change and the methodo
logy has tended to continue the narrative approach of myths and legends,
perpetuating the impression that men did little more than fJght wars, that
Indian culture has been in decline since the Golden Age of the sixth century,
and that the Indian character has been inherently conservative, other-worldly,
and despondent. 20

Many of the early contributors to the study of Indian history were colo
nial administrators who were more attracted to scholarly and antiquarian pur
suits than to the round of club and sporting life. Throughout the nineteenth
century their articles filled the journals of the Royal Asiatic Society and 0

ther learned institutions. Their ranks were joined by learned Indians who had
received a western education and, with the establishment of Indology as an
academic discipline, by scholars based in European universities. They are re
ferred to as orientalists, rather than historians, since they were concerned
with retrieving, interpreting, and compiling documentary evidence from lite
rary, archaeological, epigraphic, and numisrnatic sources. They meticulously
accumulated factual inforrnation, avoided generalizations, and on the whole
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remained ideologically neutral.
Scholarly histories based on their fmdings implicitly accepted the moral

right of the British to bestow civilization and humanitarian administration on
India. In keeping with imperialist ideology, the main concern was with dynas
tic history. Ashoka, Chandragupta, and Akbar stood out as humane rulers
whose reigns were interspersed by lapses into the anarchical autonomy that
characterized 'oriental despotism'. The implication was that these three empe
rors gave India the kind of unity and justice that could be achieved by Bri
tish rule under the guardianship of the Queen-Empress. Vincent Smith, the
foremost historian of India at the height of the British Raj, has been critici·
zed for his implicit imperialism as weil as his overemphasis of Greek influence
in ancient India, in accordance with the western idealization of Greece as the
source of true civilization. 21

From 1920 onwards, as nationalism became increasingly influential, Indians
began to develop a more independent attitude to their history. The tendency
was to glorify India's past, partly to counteract the deprecation of western
scholars and partly to compensate for their hurniliating subjugation to a fo·
reign power. They sought to minimalize or deny the possibility of Greek in
fluence and argued that notabie events and achievements were more ancient
than western scholars claimed. Instead of challenging the notion that the tra
ditional world-view was irrational, they maintained that Indian culture was
essentially spiritual and therefore of a different and ultimately superior order
than that of the materialistic West. The great Indian emperors were extolled
not for imperialist reasons, but because their reigns were seen as having fos
tered a sophisticated culture and a sense of national unity. Lannoy has com
mented that 'even taday the underlying desire for Indians ta study history is
aften ,uncansciously motivated by longing ta be restared ta paradisal inno
cence~2'l Unfortunately, the idealization of a Hindu Golden Age implied that
cultural decline began with the arrival of the Muslim conquerors and the im
portation of an alien culture. Akbar could be accepted because of his religi
ous tolerance and propagation of Hindu·Muslirn unity, but most other Mus
lim rulers, especially Aurangzeb, the b2te noire of Hindu history, were con
dernned for their bigotry and iconoclasm. The nationalists also spotlighted
heroes like Maharana Pratap, Shivaji, and Lakshrnibai who fought against
foreign (MUslim or British) oppression, implying that they were forerunners
of the freedom fighters who were struggling for an independent India.

In the atmosphere of communalism that developed in the years preceding
Independence, and which still survives to tbis day, many Hindus adopted a
chauvinistic attitude to their past, propagating sentiments that served to fuel
revivalist and reactionary movements. Such attitudes underly a series of voo
lumes entitled The Histary and Culture af the Indian Peaple, edited by R
C. Majumdar, A.D: PUsalkar, and others. It is useful as a compendious work
of reference, but has been criticized by Kosambi for the low quality of ana
lysis and evaluation and its obsession with dy~astic history.23 As a profes
sed dialectical materialist, he accuses them of failing to tackle important so·
cial and economic questions, for having replaced foreign bourgeois prejudices
with those of the Indian bourgeoisie, and for having produced an unhappy
'blend of European standards of logic and evidence in an attempt to extol
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Hindu metaphysics.
In the last couple of decades Kosambi's methodology has been influential

in directing attention towards the social and economie history of ancient In
dia. Defming history as 'the development in chronological order of basic chan
ges in the means and relation of production " he regards dynastie changes as
being indicative of significant changes in the productive basis rather than 'sen·
seless flickers on the surface of an unchanging substratum'. He attempts to go
beyond the superficial concepts of 'oriental despotism' and the 'Asiatic mode
of production' by advocating study of the methods of agricultural production,
the relationship between agrarian and tnbal societies, the role of caste in brea
king up tribal groups in order to annex them, the feudalism. He sees the main
reason for the decline in political and economie development over the past
fifteen hundred years as the establishment of an economy based on largely
autonomous villages settled by private enterprise. The break-up of empires
and kingdorns and the increase of production in the 'interior' led to the
growth of self·sufficient villages whose inhabitants were preoccupied with
seasonal cycles rather than the passage of years. This led to a generallack of
any conception of history, and thus of historiography, since the rustic brab
rnins, the literate memhers of the community, had no concern for chronolo
gical development.

The approach advocated by Kosambi requires a reappraisal of available sour
ces, especially those relating to land grants, and more archaeological evidence
C(>ocerning the pattern of settIement and methods of production. Romila Tha
par stands out among those who have attempted to present a more socially
oriented history of ancient India, while there have been several works dealing
with the period from the sixteenth century for which an enormous amount
of archival material is available, particularly relating to revenue. 24 They do
not necessarily adhere to Kosambi's dialectical materialism, but they share
his concern for extracting as much social and economie infonnation as pos
sible from available source materials. The more detailed and varied picture
that is emerging of the nature of land tenure and the bureaucratie power
structure is helping to fill out the framework of political and dynastie histo
ry and break down the division of history into periods on the basis of dynas
ties and their professed religious beliefs.
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of how locallineages and clans can bil Üftked to myths and history see A. M.
Shah and R. G: Shroff, 'The Va11lvancä Bäro!s of Gujarat: A caste of genealogists
and mythographers' in M. Singer, ed. 1'1rzditionaIIndia: structure and change
(Philadelphia, 1959) 40-70.

13 For a survey of souree materials see A. K. Warder, An introduction to Indian
historiography (Bombay, 1972) and S. P. Sen (ed. vols. 1-11) and N. R. Ray
(ed. vol. 110, Sources for the history ofIndia (Calcutta, 1978-1980).

14 For a summary of the contents of eleven such works see C. Prabha, Historical
Mahäkävyas in Sanskrit (EI~ve1Jt1J to fifteenth century AD) (New Delhi, 1976).

15 For a concise summary of Muslim historiography up to the sixteenth century
see Saiyid Athar Abbas Rizvi, Religious and intellectual history of the Muslims
in Mbar's reign(New Delhi, 1976).

16 J. Campbell, The maskl of God: Oriental mythology (London, 1962) 6-9.
17 C. Grant's Observations on the state of IOciety among the A~tic subjects of

GreatBritain was fust published in 1797, and J. Mill's History ofBritish India
in 1817. For a survey of the work of European and modern Indian historians
cf. C. H. Philips, Historians ofIndia, Pakistan and Ceylon (London, 1961);
R. Thapar, Ancient Indian social /istory (New Delhi, 1978) 1-25 and D. Lorenzen,
'Imperialism and the historiography of ancient India' in S. N. Mukherjee, ed.
India: history and thought. - eSI/lYs in honour ofA. L. Basham (Calcutta, 1982)

84-102.
18 G. W. F. Hegel, Vor1emngen Ober die Philosophie der Weltgescl,;chte, G. Lasson,

ed. (Hamburg, 1955 - 1968) voL 11, 366 f.; C. Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde
(Bonn, Leipzig, 1847 - 1862). For discussion of western attitudes to Asian society
from ancient to modern times see P. Anderson, Lineages of the absolutist" state
(London, 1974). See also W. Halbfass, Indien und Europa (Basel, Stuttgart, 1981)
I, 1-188, and for criticism of Wittfogel's later account of 'oriental despotism'· see
A. M. Bailey and J. R. Uobera, eds. The AlÛltic mode of production (London,
Boston, Henley, 1981) part 111.

19 D. D. Kosambi, An introduction to the study of Indian history (2nd. edn. Bombay,
1975) 10-12. For detailed discussion of Marx's formulation ~e M. Sawer, Marxism
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and the quertion of the Asilltic Mode of production (The Hague, 1977) and Bailey
and IJobera, The Atiatic mode.

20 S. C. Màlik, 'Indian civilization: New images of the past for a developing nation'
in The MW wind. C1lfmging identities in South Asill (The Hague, Paris, 1977)
86-94.

21 V. Smith, Early hirtory of India (Oxford, 1904), Oxford history ofIndia (Oxford,
1919). For criticisms cf. D. D. Kosamb~ 'What constitutes Indian history? " in
Annals of the BhlmdJzrka Orientàl Research InrtfJute (l954)vol 35; Thapar, Social
history, 9; Lorenzen, 1mperialism" 96-97.

22 Lannoy, Speaking tree, 293 - using rather Christian terminology for the idealization
of 'Vedic' values.

23 Published in eleven volumes by B. V. Bhavan (Bombay, 1951 - 196'). See Kosambi,
'Indian history', for bis review of the fust three volumes.

24 Thapar, SoCÛll history, and A history of India, voL 1 (Harmondsworth, 1966). See
also R. S. Sharma, IndianfeudJzlism: CIl. 300· 1200 (Calcutta, 1965). For a general
survey of sources and reference to several ~orks dealing with economic history since
the sixteenth century see M. D: Marris 'Quantitative resources for the study of
lndian history' in V. R. Lórwin and J. M. Price, ed. The dimenSÎOns of the past
(New Haven, London, 1972) 531-549. Studies by Indian bistorians of the late
medieval - modern period (Bipan Chandra, Nurul Hasan, Irfan Habib, Athar All,
S. A. A. Rizvi) are recommended by Lorenzen, 'Imperialism', 87.
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